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A note on the r,prod~sction of fixed capital in two-good technigues.

by

A. van Schaik.

1. Introduction
The purpose of this note is twofold. First to show the validity of

the labour theory of value in the case of techniques with multiple-product

industries. Second to compare Von Neumann-type fized capital with Sraffa-

type fixed capital models.
Starting point will be Marx'transformation from (labour-) values

into prices of production. Some work has already been done. By means of

a Sraffa-Leontief-mo3e1 for single-product industries and circulating

capital Van de Klundert showed that the patterns of divergence of prices

of production from labour values can be analyzed correctly.~)

To study problems of allocation he used "net" labour I~roductivities

as efficiency-parameters for the from a social point of view optimal,

as distinct from suboptimal, use of the solely scarce factor of production:

labour2).

We do not analyse explicitely the nature and implications of the

choice of techniques. As a result of this technique-specific goods will

not be considered. Nbreaver we exclusively deal with long-run equilibria.

That is the reason why in fact capital goods cannot be regarded as a
scarce factor of production; it is the essence of the labour theory of

value that they are reproduced.
Before dealing with fixed capital we introduce the concept of

multiple-product industries in section 2 because as Sraffa puts it3):

" the interest of Joint Products does not lie so much in the familiar

examples of wool and mutton, or wheat and straw, as in its being the genus

of which Fixed Capital is the leading speciesr.In section 3 the connectior.

between multiple-product industry models and fixed capital modeis will

(~) The author expresses his gratitude to Prof. Th. van de Klundert for
initial encouragement and valuable discussions.
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be 3evelopped. This will open the way to the last section, where we will

find endogeneous determined rates of depreciation. Comparison of the

Von Neumann-type model (section 3) with the Sraffa-type model (section 4)

will result into rejecting the Von Neumann-type treatment of fixed capital.

A special consequence of Sraffa's fixed capital will be that per technique

no longer "normal" price Wicksell-effects can be found~).

2. Multiple-product industries and circulating capital.

Starting from a model with single-product industries and circulating

capital only as used by Van de Klundert, we now introduce joint production.

Here then, appear more unknowns (prices) than equations. Under these

circumstances Sraffa introduces parallel processes which will produce the

various commodities by different methods. For instance two commodities

are jointly produced with another method and in other proportions than

with the original method. Formally both equations must be mutually

independent and.at least have one system of real solutions. This restriction

rules out " proportionality of both products and means of production in the
, 5`

two processes '. ~ Moreover, only those techniques are practicable which

do only involve positive prices. Relevant techniques for two jointly

produced commodities can be defined in various ways. As Sraffa expresses:~)

"The same result as to the determination of prices which is obtained from

the two commodities being jointly produced in different proportions by

the two methods could be achieved (even though they were produced in the

same proportions) through their being used as means of production in

different proportions in various processes".

Before considering fixed capital it may be useful to build a simple

two-sector model with circulating capital and'all purpose'goods to

illustrate the joint production case.Consider for instance a technique

according to which the goods a and b can be produced. Following Garegnani

we use Leontief-input coefficients per unit of gross output, so we have

constant returns to scale.7) We do not ass~e that working capital includes

wages. Although a production-process is no longer characterize~d by the

commodity which it produces, we identify process a with commodity a snd

process b with commodity b. Tihen x denotes the input-output-coefficient

and x the factor of proportionality in output, we have formally
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distinguished means of production from quantities of goods produced. F~rther

symbols Xaa' Xba' Xab' and Xb, indicate gross production, whereas Xan, Xba,

Xab and Xbb denote the quantity of goods a and b which are used as inputs.

Outputs can be seen as negative inputs, but it is impossible to say from

which process inputs come from. We only have to assume that the system

is at least in a self-replacing state, as given by the condition that:

Xaa } Xab ~ Xaá Xab

óa } bb ~ óa ób

To make our indentification of process a with commodity a and of process
b with commodity b significant we show units of productions of both
commodity a and b. The system presents itself as follows:

-y Í t X
Xaa, ~a aa' ~a

Xab, ~b i Xab' ~ } ~b

Note that 1 t Xaa - Xaa~ S and 1 t Xbb - bb~ S~ where Sa and Sb are
a b

variables of scale of process a and process b. We further put Sa - Xa

and Sb - Xb. It may be remarked that it only depends on the fysical

identity of what we are comparing, for instance tons of wheat and units

of tractors, or ounches of wheat and units of tractors whether input-

coefficients and factors of proportionality in output are smaller or

greater than one.Model I can now be specified as follows:

Model I

pri.ce-equations

~~) ~xaa pa } xba pb)~1 t r)} aá -~~ } xaa) pa }~a pb
~?) ~xab pa }~b pb)~ ~ f r)t abw - xab pa t~ ~ }~b)pb

The symbols have the following meaning:

p- denoting the price of commodity a or b
r - rate of profit

ti- - reai :raae in terms of t.

~~ - lab~;:r--nFu-. c:~-f~icient
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For the sake of simplicity we follow Garegnani and Van de rilundert 8) by

using the concept of an integrated a-commodity industry, wriich is fully

identifiable with Sraffa's notion of a sub-system: "a system can be

subdivided intc as many parts as there are commodities in its net product,

in such a Feythat eac'r, part forms a smaller self-replacing system the net

product of which consists of only one kind of commodity. Those parts we

shall call "sub-systems"".9) If we identify a syster: with a"sub-system"

co:,sequently or.ly net aroduction of a-goods is carried out and the volume

systF-r. reads as `ollows:

(3) (xaa - xaa)Xa } ( xab - xab)~ t Ca - Xa

(4) (xba - ~a)Xa } (~b - Xbb)~ - xr

(5) aa Xa t ab Xp - ~

We assume t:aat the volume of labour ( k) is given. ::~~t production is
symbolized by capital letter C.

As far as the validity of the labour tt-eory cf value cencerns, we

can uphold Sraffa's ir.vestigations. Soluticn ol tr.e voiume systeTM. provides

the cumulated "net" productivities of labour. So ~~.uations (3) ~c (:)

yield for commodity a:

C
(6) ~

aa ( 1-xbb}~b ) } ab ( ~a xóa)

1 (1-xaa } Xaa)(1-xbb } ~b)-(xbàxba)~xab-xab~
a
a

Consumption per unit of labour is determined by the amount of labour

embodied both directly and indirectly in the production of commodity a.

This equals the maximum real wage when ther~- is no consumption on the

basis of the ownership of capital. For from equations (1) to (2) follows

as factor-price-equation .

(7) "- -
pa

( ~}xaà xaa(
1tr)1 ( 1}xbb-xbb(

1tr)I -f ~à ~a(
1tr)1 ( xab xab(

1tr)1

aa ( lt~b-xbb( ltr)) - ab (~àXba( ltr)]

Accordingly we can define a factor price-curve (further denoted by FPC)

as a set of points representing the possibilities for capitalists to

transform cumulateà "net" labour productivities into cumulated "net"

labour productivities cum profits.l~) A result stated earlier before by



Van de Klundert:~~) " It may therefore be concluded that under capitalistic

circumstances prices not only reflect the state of technology, but also

the power of capitalists. Prices are therefore determined by production

forces as well as bv production relations. The production forces determine

the production possibilities of labour whereas the production relations

result in the degree of exploitation". When r-0 equation (6) equals

equation (7). This is the same result as in the case of single-product

industries with circulating capital as many authors already showed. Prices

are values cf labour when net production entirely accrues to labour. When

r~ 0 values of labour are transformed into prices of production: FPC~s

come into being. The well-known theses from the simple labour theory of

value that in the case of proportionality of inputs (when xp4 : a -' ~a a
xah:x~~ :a )prices of production correspond with the coefficients for

direct labcur, must now be replaced by:

p a ( ~ } ~b ) - ab xba
(8) ~ - a - -

pb a~ ( 1 t xaa) - aa xab

Evidently there can never be proportionality of inputs and of outputs

simultanecusiy . There~s proportionality of outputs when in addition
P

a'(~}xaa~ ~ ca - ab ' xab
'(1t~b). Then a is indeterminate. On the

a pb
basis of what we have found now, we shall introauce fixed capital in the

following sections in a logical mdnner.

3. Multiple-product industries and ovuaeneoi~crates of depreciation.

Passing from circulating to fixed capital models means introduction of

capital goods at the beginning and at the end of the single period of

production.
Examples of such models are linked up with the name of Von Neumann.

For example we find in Hicks:12) " There are our two fqrmer "industries"

.(1) a tractor-producing industry, using tractors to make tractors, and

employing labour that is represented by the corn that is needed to pay

its wages; (2) a corn-producing industry, using corn (in the same sense)

as an input, with tractors as a co-operating factor. The corn is all

used up in the single period ;but the tractors that are used as inputs

are only partly used up, some fraction, of the tractor input being left



over to appear as "output" (in the Von Neumann sense). The corn industry

is accordingly reckoned to have two outputs (so that there is joint

production); t~~re is the corn that is its output in the natural sense,

and there is also t'r:at part of the tractor input that is left over. The

tractor industry has only one output, consisting partly of new tractors,

partly of tractor input left over;'

We learn from t:nis example that in the case of joint production with

fixed capital the factors of proportionality xaa' xba' xab and xbb must

be smailer than t~e input-output-coefficients xaa' xba' xab and xbb. How

much smaller depenás on life of capital goods in question. In contrast

with the above example we have two capital goods. Similar to model I we

get the followir.g system or technique with two 'all purpose' boods, where

n represen,,s the -ife of capital goods and 6- ri, the rate of depreciatior.:

Niodel II

price system

(9) (xaa Pa } xba F. -' ~ ~}r) } aaw - ~ ~ } ~ ~-ca)xaa) z a } ( 1--r )x,.a -'c

(~0) (hab pa } xlr 1 }r ) } c'bw - (~-óa)xab pa t [~ t (1--

which can be rewritten as -

1
(9) xaa pa (~a}r~ } xba pb (bbtr) t aaw - pa

(10)1 xab pa (da}r) } xbb Pb (ab{r) } abw - pb

volume system

( ~ ~) ~a xaa Xa { ia xab ~}
C - X

a a

(12) ób xba Xa }~b xbb b

aa }{a t ab --b(13) X~ - Q



We will go into two special cases of this model:l3)

case 1 - 0 ~ da - db - d ~ 1

case 2- 0 ~ db - S ~ 1, x~ - xab - 0

The first csse provides the more general results of model II. Case 2 is
typical for models as used in literature.

Case 1- 0 ~ ba - ób - 6 ~ 1

From e uations 1 1
q (9) and (10) follows:

FPC:

[ 1-x (b tr)][ 1-xbb(d tr)]- xba xab (ó tr)2(1~) w - aa

pa aa t(ab xba - aa xbb)(ó }r)

and
[ 1-x (d }r)][ 1-xbb(d tr)]- xb x(15) w - aa a ab

ro ab }(aa xaG - ab xaa)(6 }r)

We may sa;; tr~at quantities of goods can be measured in term of embodied
labour ~r-0). Cor.sequently capital is represented here by two distinct
fysical quantities. This is illustrated by embodied labour coefficients
to be obtained from equation (11) to (13):

(16) á -a

and

(17) á -

aa t(ab xba - aa xbb) d
2

( 1-d x~ )( 1-d xbb
)- ~a xab ó

ab }(aa xab - ab xaa) d

b (1-ó xaa)(1-d xbb) - xbaxab ó 2

To get two distinct prices: áa ~ áb. So even in the case of homogeneity
of processes or equi-proportionality of inputs this ineqtaality must remain in force,
so that in that case aa may never equal ab. This means that with
heterogeneity of capital labour embodied in capital goods (circulatíng
or fixed) must always be different. It might be asked what is aeant by

(d }r)2
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this definition of heterogeneity of capital per technique. (Which must be

distinguished from the usual definition that heterogeneous capital goods

are technique-specific, even when there exists only one capital good per

tecYrnique). We think this definition provides the possibility to see the

same "machine" at different points of time as different embodiments of

labour, which will appear to be a convenient condition for the analr~sis

of fixed capital with endogeneous determined rates of depreciation. Before

dealing with this we unfold case 2, which we will use in the numerical

examples of section L.

Case 2 - 0 ~ 5b - 5 ~ 1,
xaa - xab - 0

Here we have the famous canonical model, first introduced by Samuelson~.4)
Putting xaa - xab -.~. ir. model II solution of botr price and volume system
provides as:

FPC -

(la) P -
a

~ - xbb (~ f r)

Ya }(ab xba - aa ~b)(- t r)

and cumula~ed embodied labour coefficient of the capital good :

(~9) ab
ab

1 - xbb d

Equation (18) yields "net" capital productivity in the capital good sector :

( 20 ) rm~

and consumption per unit óf labour is again determined by the amount of

labour that is required, both inciirectly and directly for the production

of a-goods :

(2~ ) Ca - ~ - 1 - ~b óx tia aa } ab xba - aa xbb) ó
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"Net" productivity of labour is represented by the quantity of a-goods
produced per unit pf labour, "after taking into account the indirect
labour embodied in the current replacement cost of capital".~5~
When r-0 and ó- 0 maximum real wage will correspond to ~, consumption
per capita in a stationary state when capital is á
infinitely durable.

It might be asked whether this Von Neumann-type fixed capital models
correctly deal with fixed capital. Fixed capital is characterized by
years; the same "machine" appears in more than one single period of
production. Comparing model I with model II we find that one-year-old
"machines" appear as negative inputs; consequently model II is
mathematically identical with model I, the joint production case
with circulatinK capital: We further develop this proposition in the
following section.
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4. Multiple-product industries and endogeneous rates of depreciation.

Up till now prices of capital goods only represented unit replacement

cost. Now with Sraffa we introduce book-values. To quote from the opening
section of his chapter on fixed capital~)"We shall regard durable instru-

ments of production as part of the annual intake of a process, on the same
footing as such ::eans of production (e.g. raw materials) as are enti-

rely used up in the course of a year; while what is left of them at the
end of the year will be treated as a portion of the annual joint product
of the industry, of which the more conspicious part consists of the marke-
table commodity that is the primary object of the process". In this way

Sraffa continues: "this point of view implies that the same machine, -et
different ages, should be treated as so many different products, each with
its own price. In order to determine these prices, an equal number of
additional equations (and therefore of processes) is required. Accordingly,
an industry which employs a durable instrument must be regarded as being
subdiviàed into as many separate processes as are the years of the total
life of the instrument in question".

Taking into account Sraff2's device, we split up t~.e machine-using
industry into as many processes as there are ages.
When the fixed capital good or "machine" (b) has an age of two years we
have:
Model III

price system

(22) (z xaa pa } 2 ~a pb

( 23) (2 xaa pa

)( 1tr) t z a w- ~p t~~ p1a a xba b

~a pb )(1tr) t z aaw -~ pa

(2~) ( xab pa } )(1tr) t abw - pb.

where Z xba symbolizes the one-year-old "machine" and pb represents the

bookvalue of this "machine" at point of time t1.

volume system

(25) xaa Xa ; xab ~} Oa - Xa
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(26) z ~ Xa a

(27) a X t a~ X, - R.a a ~ „

This volume system i~ identical with the volume system of Model II if
óa - 1, 0 ~ ób - 2~ 1 ar.d xbb - 0. ps a result the equatiors for the
cumulated "net" prcd~~ctivities of labour are identical.

The equation for the F?C follows from (22) to (24):

w [ 1- xaa ( 1tr)l (2tr) - xab xba (1tr)
(?8) - -

pa aa (2tr) t ab xba (1tr)2

3

When r- 0 this formula equals the cumulated "net" productivity of labour,
f'ollowing from (25) to (27):

,
(29} ~ -

(~-xaa) - z xab ~a
aa a~ } Z ab ~a

Th:s is of course ';:e sa:.e result we obtained in the preceding section fcr
:ode- -;. mhe input con"f'cier.ts of both models are numerical the same.
'craeouently the vc-~ti~e systems of both models are mathematically identical.
~his can nct ~oe said `'ro:~ the price systems. To see what is the diffe-
rence 1et us compare the eauations for the factor price curves.
When xbb - 0, da - 1 and db - á-~ we obtain from model II:

[ 1-x (1tr)] - r~ x (1tr)(~fr)
(30) Wa - aaaa t a,o ~aa(ztr)

Gomparison of equa~ions (28) ar.d (30) leads to the conclusion that with
a given rea~ wage ir. terms of commodity a profit maximalisation vill yield
a higher rate c:' profit in model III (Sraffa) than in model II (Von Neumann).
Only when r- C real wages o: botr models ccincide, as is illustrated in
figure 1:
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Figure 1

W

Pa

III Sraffa

II Von Neumann.
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The only difference between the two models seems to be the method of de-

preciation. Let us explain why at a given rate of profit Von Neumann's

method of depreciat,ion generates a lower real wage than Sraffa's. We there-

fore have to make clear which are the consequences of Sraffa's price sys-

tem.
Solution of equations (22) to (24) yields replacement cost,and bookvalue:

aá xab ( 1tr)(2tr) t abw [ 1 - x~( 1tr)] (2tr)
(31) pb - 3

[ ~ - xaa(
1tr)] (2tr)- xab ~a ( 1tr)

1 aá xab (1tr)2 t abw [~ - xaa (1tr)](1tr)
(32)pb - 3

[ ~ - xaa( 1tr)] (2tr) - xab ~s(
1tr)

We now find depreciation by subtracting subsequent bookvalues from each

other:
depreciation.

1 1 aaw xab ( 1tr) t abw [ 1 - xaa( 1tr)]
a- Pb - pb

-[ ~ - xaa( ~tr)] (2tr) - xab ~a(
1tr)3

2 1 aaw xab (~tr)2 t abw [ ~ - xaa( 1tr)] ( 1tr)

a- pb - O- [ 1 - xaa( 1tr)] (2tr) - xab xba(
1tr)3

Rates of depreciation are found by relating depreciation to unit replace-
ment cost:

1

d ~ - pb - pb - ~pb 2tr

d2
1

pb - 0 ~ t r

- pb - 2 t r

We see that when r- 0: a~,- a2 and d~ - d2 -~.
When r~ 0: a2 ~ a~ and d2 ~ d~. Note that a2 -(1tr) a~ and d2 -(1tr)d~.
That is why thé Sraffa-procedure laid down in this model provides the
annuity method for depreciation in a logical manner. It can be seen that

unit replacement cost equals the amount of

depre~atiat~st
a~ ( 1tr) b 1 ( 1tr)T - 1-~ p - a
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The relative "charge" consisting of depreciation plus profit is obtained from A,
the annuity -(a~ t r pt), divided by unit replacement cost pt: ~7)

.(33) P} -(1}r)2r- 1 t r-(2~t r) t r- d~ t r

1 1tr 2
T'his "charge" can be rewritten as: d t r- (2}r) . We are enabled now to

compare formula (28) with (30). Dividing both numerator and denominator
of equation (28) by (2tr) results into:

(28) ~ w - [ ~ - xaa( 1tr)l - xay
( 1trj2

( ~tr)~ ~.~ ( 2tr
P -

aa } abxha (2tr)

In Von Neumann's FPC (30), (S t r) -(z t r). From formula (28)~ we see

that equatior. (33) provides a formula for the variable rate of deprecia-
tion.~8) Thus for each value of n we can reduce the price system of

two-good fixed capital models to three equations; the extra equation :.-ing:

(34) ~ - r
(1 f r)Y' - 1

In this way model III car. be rewritten as follows:

xaa (1tr) Pa t~oa ( S } r)pb } aaw - pa

x.ab (1tr) na t abw - pb

1
Z t r - d

Because d- Z, the volume system remains the same.
By comparison of this price system with that of model II we can clearly

see why with a given real wage the rate of profit of model III in higher

than that of model II: when r~ 0 Sraffa's ó will be smaller than z.

Sraffa already explained why this should be so: ~9)

"If che rate of profit is zero, the criterion of equal depreciatior~

quotas for equal efficiency in successive years ensures equal prices for

identical units of product, no matter what the age of the machine by which
they are produced. But as soon as the rate of profits rises above zero,
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equal depreciation quotas would entail different charges (the "charge"
consisting of depreciation plus profit) on machines of different ages, since
at any given rate bf profits less would be payable for profits on the
older and partly written-down machines; and therefore equal depreciation
would be inconsistent with equal prices for all units of the product.

The equality of price can therefore only be maintained if the annual
depreciation quotas are increased on the older machine relatively to the
newer ones, so as to restore the equality of the charge at different ages.
Thus, if we look at any one machine of a given age, the year's depreciation
quota for it will change with the rise in the rate of profits. The sum,
however, of the annual depreciation quotas over the whole lifetime of a
machine must under all circumstances be constant, since it must be equal
to its original price. The quotas for the later years must therefore rise
by exactly as much as those for the earlier years fa 11".
Evidently the sum of depreciations equals unit replacement cost:

a~ t a2 - Pb and d~ t d2 - 1

The necessary result of the iact that d~ ~ d2 is that with increasing
age the value of a"machine" falls with downward steps increasing in size.
So when r~ 0 embodied labour will be spread over time unevenly. The un-
even spreading of "using up labour" during the life of a"machine" causes
the rise of value of capital relative to the original value of a new fixed
capital good, which Sraffa calls a remarkable effect. This is shown by the
''relative" bookvalue of the "machine" in model III at age t- 1:

1

( 35 ) Pb - 1 tr
pb 2tr

This formula has already been calculated by Sraffa as
t

pb - (1tr)n - ( 1tr)t
pb - (1tr)n - 1

20)

Equation (35) provides an orthogonal hyperbole with asymptot es:
1 1

r~m , Pb- 1 andpb -r~, r--2.
pb pb
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1

If r- 0, pb - Z, consequently the range of variation of this "relative"

bookvàlue with the variation of r lies between ; and 1.

Now~we have developped the answer to the question put at tne ena oi tiie

last section. In model II "machines" onl.y appear as joint production with

circulating capital. In model III this remains the case, but there the

rate of depreciation d is also determined by the price system.

This is e?cplained by the fact that in model III depreciatíon of the first

year is available for investment. To maintain the equality in price pa in

every period of production the depreciation of the first year must be

smaller than the depreciation of the second year. Consequently the Von

Neumann-type approach of fixed capital -~~herP this is not the case - must

be rejected on logical grounds : As a result, ~,iven the rate of profit,

Sraffa's rate of depreciation will be smaller than Von :Jeumann's; conse-

quently real wage will be higher. As we will illustrate at the enà of this

section all this must result into lower values of capital per unit of

labour in comparable Sraffa-type fixed capital models.

Before making this illustration we will prove the validity of the labour

theory of value in the case of model III. From the volumc system of this

model we obtain the "embodied" labour coefficient in "machines" ; 21;

2 aa xab t 2
ab ( 1 - xaa)

( 36 ) áb - 2( 1 - xaa) - xab ~a

This is exactly the amount of labour embodied in a new "machine" when

r- 0, as can 'oe seen from equation (31).

We extend this notion to the bookvalue pb. When r- 0 we obtain

from (32):

1 aa xab t ab (1 - xaa)
(37) ab - 2(1 - xaa) - xab ~a

This is half of labour embodied in a new "machine". In case life of
22)

"machines" in 3 we have -
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3a x t 3a (1-xq) 2a x t2a (1-x )
0 a ab b a-~ 1 a ab b aa

ab - 3(1 - xaa) - xab ~a ab - 3(1-xaa) - xab ~a

aa xab } ab (1 - xaa)
~- 3 ( 1 -

xaa) - xab xba

Thus when t indicates the year of a"machine" measured at the time of

the beginning of that year, we showed that labour embodied in a"machine"

of a certain age when r- 0 can be calculated by:

t t 0(38) áb -(1 - r) áb , where t- 0, 1, 2, ... , n-1

This proves Sraffa's proposition that:23) "If we assume the rate of pro-

fits to be zero, the value of such a machine will fall by equal steps of

the nth of the original value of each of the n years of its life. Since

in this case of zero profits the original value represents the quantity

of labour that has been required to produce~ the machine, it is natural

to extend ttiis notion to the subsequent years and say that its value at

any given age represeras the quantity of labour which it "embodies", that

is Lo say the quantity which has gone to produce it minus such quantities

as year by year have passed into its product".

Sraffa proves this by comparing two systems which differ in their net

products. The annual net product of the first system contains 1000 tons of

wheat. It employs 20 tractors equally divided between the four age-groups

of 0, 1, 2, 3 years. So life of the tractors is four years while we

suppose constant efficiency. Total replacement will be 5 new tractors

annually. Suppose that a new tractor émbodies directly and indirectly 4

units of labour. Let us show the fall of embodied labour with G a year.

To this end Sraffa introduces:24) "a second self-replacing system, simi-

lar to the preceding one in every respect, except that its net annual

product includes some tractors which are half-way through their life. Thus,

besides 1000 tons of wheat, the net product of the system will include 2

two-year-old tractors. We have to show that the second system must employ

and extra 4 units of labour, i.e. the quantity said to be "containec~~in

two tractors of that age". This implies that there are more tractors among

the means of production of the second system. Consequently there is ar. extra
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need for labour.

When process b symbolizes thetractorindustry this example runs as
follows:~5)

Table I

system I system II

tractor embodied tracior embodied
rocess output labour process output labour

b 5 20 b 6 24
Qo 5 ,~~5~~ á 6 ~~i8~~
a~ 5 ~~ 10~~ al ~ ~~ 8~~

a2 5 ri 5 ~~ a2 ~ ~~ ~~~

3 3a 0 a 0

Replacement cost have risen with one new tractor which includes four extra
uníts of labour. In this way Sraffa has indirectly shown what we got from
the price system when r- 0.

We finish this note by giving a numerical illustration of what we
found. For reason of comparability with two-good models generally used
in literature we use model IV, further to be called Sraffa's counterpart
of Samuelson's canonical model:

Model IV (n - 2)

price system

(39) z ~a Pb ( 1tr)

(b0) z ~b Pb(ttr)

(41) 2

(42)

xba pba(
ltr)

t 2

t 2

t ~

a aw
- ~pa}~~apba

~ , 1 1
abw - ~pb}Z~b pbb

aaw - ~ Pa

2 xbb Pbb (~}r) } z abw -~ Pb

, where pba denotes unit bookvalue of "machines" in sector a and pbb of
"machines" in sector b.
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volume system

(43) Ca - Xa

(~~) 2~a Xa t z xbb ~ - ó

(~5) aa Ra t ab }~ - R

By means of the price system bookvalues of the same "machine" used in
different processes can be determined at:

1 1 abw (1tr)
(4~) ~ - P -ba bb (2tr) - ~b(ltr)2

To speak with Sraffa:26) "If in all the industries the machine had
the same working life and constant efficiency, the book-values for each
age would be equal in all of them, since the annual charges would all be
equal to the annuity..." Consequently equation (42) can be substituted
into (40).~7)

We then ray introduce a uniform bookvalue pb . Thus we can write the price
system as:

(39)1 ~ ~a Pb ( 1tr) t ~ aaw - ~ Pa } ~ ~a pb
2

(~C)1 ~b Pb (2tr)
t ~w -

~xbapb(1tr) f ~ aaw - 2 pa

We immediately find unit replacement cost:

(47) Pb -

Bookvalue:

(48) p~ -b

abw

1 ltr 2

- ~b ( 2tr )

1tr
abw (2fr)

1 1}r 2
- Xbb (2tr)

pb
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FPC:
(1tr)2

~ - ~b ( 2tr
(49) "- - 2

Pa a t(a - a ) ~tr
a b ~a a ~b ( 2tr )

We will prove that we may write d t r(6 - 2

which is evidently the same as in model III:

depreciation
c~w

a~ - Pb - Pb - (2tr)
1 ~tr 2

- ~b ( 2tr )

2 1

1tr
abW- 2tr

a -pb-0- 1 ~tr2

- ~b ( 2tr )

rates of depreciation
1

ó1 -pb-Pb - 1 -
Pb 2 t r

ó2 -
~ - 0Pb

pb
1 t r
2 t r

r) for the quotient1
t

1tr 2
(2tr)

Note that a2 -(1tr) a~ and ó2 -(1tr) d~, therefore we use the annuity-
method again and:

2
(2}~) -(2}r) t r- d~ t r- ó t r

Now a comparison with Samuelson's canonical model tells us that even in
the case of equi-proportionality of inputs value of capital will not be
invariant to changes in the distribution of incomes.
This is due to the fact that in Sraffa's counterpart there are bookvalues,

which vary with the rate of profit. Let us compare values of capital:

Samuelson
Pb

(~a Xa t ~b ~) P a
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Sraffa ~

~~a Xa } ~b b) ~pb t Pb)z
pa pa

P
Zn the case of equi-proportionality of inputs Sraffa's b does not vary

Pb pwith r and equals Samuelson's . Sraffa's b however rises with rise

of r, but remains smaller than
Pa pa

Pb
Pa

To illustrate this we calculate value of capital per unit of labour using
Garegnani's formula : 2~)

w w 1 w- max - - - - -
~ - pa pa - áa pa

r r

The results are presented in table I.

aa- ~ ~a- ~~6 n- 2

ab - 0,5 ~b - 0,8

'~a~le ~I

Sraffa Samuelson

r d w
-
Pa

k pb

pá
pb

Pa
pb 1

t Pb
Pa pá

,
z

w
-
pa

k pb

pa

0 0,5000 0,6000 0,5 0,2500 0,3750 0,60 0,8 0,5

0,1 0,4762 0,539~ 0,670 0,5 0,2679 0,3809 0,52 0,8 0,5

0,2 0,4545 0,4764 0,620 0,5 0,2727 0,3864 0,4k 0,8 0,5
0,3 o,43b8 0,4~22 0,626 0,5 0,2826 0,39~3 0,36 0,8 0,5

0,4 0,4167 0,3467 0,635 0,5 0,2916 0,3958 0,28 0,8 0,5

0,5 0,4000 0,2800 0,640 0,5 0,3000 0,4000 0,20 0,8 0,5

0,6 0,3846 0,2i23 0,646 0,5 0,3077 0,4038 o,i2 0,8 0,5

0,7 0,3744 0,~437 0,65~ 0,5 0,3148 0,4074 0,04 0,8 0,5

1 pa
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From this table we see that with the rise of the rate of profit Sraffa's
value cf capital per unit of labour in rising, remaining smaller than
Samuelson's value of capital per unit of labour. In Sraffa's case this is
caused by the rise of the "relative" bookvalue, "relative" unit replace-
ment cost remsin;ng constant. These results do not change in the following
~umerica.l example, as presented in table III:

~ac-e III.( (~ - a x ~ 0bxba a bb~ ~

aa - ~ ~a - 0,8 n - 2

ab - 1 ,01 r~b - 0,8

Sraffa

r ó W
pa

k
P
b
pa

1
P
b
pa

1
P P

(~ t ~~z
pa pa ~

, o„ oo~ 0,5976 0,9960 0,5029 0,7495
C,i o,47F- 0,5366 0,6090 0,995~ 0,5265 0,7609 ~!
0,2 0,4545 0,4739 0,6~95 0,9948 0,5480 0,77i4

c,3 0,4348 0,4098 0,6260 0,9942 0,5675 0,7809 ~
o,~. o,4i67 0,3444 0,6332 0,9935 0,5853 0,7894
0,5 0,4000 0,2760 0,6394 0,9929 o,60i7 0,7973
~,5 0,3846 0,2~o'i o,645~ 0,9922 0,6~66 o,no44
0,7 0,370-~ o,t425 o,65oi 0,99~5 0,6305 o,8iio

Samuelsor.

r , W
Pa

k pb
pa

0 0,5976 0,9960 ~

o,i o,5~74 0,8020 0,9952
0,2 0,4373 o,8oi5 0,9944

0,3 0,3578 0,7993 0,9936

0,4 0,2780 0,7990 0,9928
0,5 o,i984 0,7984 0,9920
0,6 o,ii89 0,7978 0,9912
0,7 0,0396 o,797i o,9904
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We know that price Wicksell effects indicate the links between the
shapes of the w- r relationships of given techniques and the changes

Pa

in the value of capital per unit of labour. The "normal" links are
presented in table 1V.29)

Table IV (Samuelson)

x - a x )(a w- r relationship price Wicksell
P

d(b) ~b ba a bb Pa. effect Pa ~
- D ~,

positive convex to the positive negative negative
origin

zero straight line zero zero zero

negative concave to the negative positive positive
origin

In table ITSamuelson's straight-line FPC implies a zero or neutral price
Wicksell effect, that is to say that the ratios of indirect to direct
labour in both processes are such that changes in k associated with r
are exactly compensated by changes in k associated with w. From the
comparable Sraffa-model however follows there is no uni ue relationship
between the sign of D and the sign of ~; however in the case when

} 1
P

D 5 0, than ~ will always be positive.Rztting ~- d( bp ) we see
n

dr

from table V that even in a two-good world with one technique the implications
of the switching of techniques are available: one and the same value of
capital per unit of labour may return for various rates of profits:30~
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Table '~ ( Sraffa)

(ab ~a - aa ~b) price Wicksell effect d~
d r

ar
d r

- - D

positive sign may vary with r sign may vary sign may vary
with r with r.

zero negative positive positive
negative negative positive Ycsitive

When D ~ 0 the comparable Sraffa-cases shows that k is always rising.with

r. This is a negative price Wicksel]r effect- the value of k is

higher, the higher the value of r- linked up with a concave FPC to the

origin. Although when D- 0, P is constant this price Wicksell-effect is
a

caused by the rise of labour embodied in "old machines" relative to labour

embodied in "new machines" with rise of the rate of profit .3i~ All this

appears to imply that it is impossible to have a measure of the quantity

of capital which is invariant to changes in distribution, even when

homogeneity of processes is assumed.
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iVotes

1) Th. van de rilundert, Labour values and international trade, a reformu-
lation of the theory of A. Euucar.uel.
Research memorandum nr. 26, Tilburg Institute of
Economics, Tilburg 1971.

2) The term "net" labour productivity is also used by M. Bruno, n. Burmeis-
Ler and i. Sheshinski, "The nature and implications
of tlie reswitching of techniques", Quarterly Journal
of Econo-~ics, 1966-4, p. 532.

3) P. Sraffa, Uroduction of Commodities by Means of Commodities, Cambridge
at the university "?ress 1963, p. 63.

4j What is "rormal" is exposed by:
A. ~nadur-: ":'he Concept of the Marginal Productivity of Capital and

the Wicksell Effect", Gxford Economic Papers, 1966
xVïlz, pP. 284-288.

G.C. rarcourt: "Some Cambridge Controversies in the Theory of Capital",
Journal of Economic Literature, June 1969 and ir.
his forthcoming book under the same title.

5) P. Sraffa, op cit. p. ~4.

6) P. Sraffa, op cit. p. l~ly,

7) P. Garegnani, "Svitching of techniques", Quarterly Journal of ~conomics,
1966-4, p. 566.

3) Th. van de Klundert, op cit. p 7.

P. Garegnani, "Heterogeneous Capital, the Production Function and the
Theory of Distribution~ Revie~r of Economic Studies,
July 1970.
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9) P.Sraffa, cp. cit. p 89.

10),P.Samuelson already used the expression "embodied labor-cum-intrest-

parameters" in "A Tlew Theorem on Non-substitution"
in Akerman Festschrift, iund 1961, p. b15.

11) Th. aar: de Klunàert, op. cit. p. 8.

12) ~. :.'cks, Canita- and Growth, Oxford at th:e ~larendor. Press 1965, p. j28.

13) Tr. van de ~aundert, op.cit. p. 7 uses the case: - ~b - ó - 1.

1L) P. Sar:ae-isc::, "?ard:. ~-e ar.d Realisr.: ~.. ~an-tal ':hecry:

The Surrogate Product-or ru::c'.~on", Rc--riew of :.conor:ic

~tudies, 1962 XXXIX, ~p. 1?3-~-'~;.

15 ) f". Jrunc, J. Bur-:~-;, ter and ... S?~esi~insïc- , .

16) F. ~rafí'a, op. ci'-. . r3.

17) The annuity can be calculated as:

A- a1 t rpb - a2 f rpb - ra1

1 (1tr `-13s: pb - a r

rp
A - b t rp(1}r)2-1 b

rpb(1tr)2 1
A- 2 -(F t r)pb , which also is found

(1tr) -1

by substituting equation (23) i~to (22):

(1}r 2
xaa pa (1 t r) t éa pb (2tr) } aa w- pa

18) This result must be seen withia the context cf long run equilibrium

prices of commodities, equal efficiency of 'machines'
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during their life, given technical conditions and
an appropriate rate of profit for each wage rate;
that is 'within' the context of a two-good world
as assumed here.

19) P. Sraffa, op. cit. pp. 69 and 70.

20) P. Sraffa, op. cit. p. 71.

21) We muïtiplied both nu:nerator and denominator with 2.

We made us.~ of the fact of equal efficiency ( 1 7~2),
~a - ~a - be.

~'3) P. Sraffa, op. cit. p. 68.

24) P. Sraffa, op. cit. pp. 68 and 69.

~J~ v.L. t:cdrCGlrt anu V.G. Massaro,"Mr. Sraffa's Production of Commodities",
The Lconomic Record, 1964~p. 451 make clear that
this example must be seen in this way.

26) P. Sraffa, op. cit. p. 67.

27) The price system of model IV must be solved as follows:

(42) y (40) -~ Pb -~ (42)-~Pbb
1

{41 ) i (39) -' Pa -' (li1 ) -~ pba ~

28) P. Garegnani, "Heterogeneous Capital, the Production Function and the
Theory of Distribution;' Review of Economíc Studies,
July 1970.

pa.29) From differentiating FPC (18) there follows,.putting w-~.
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dw
dr

and

-abXba

aa }( abXba - aa~b )( ó t r)] 2

w

d2w 2abXba ]á }~ abXba - aaXbb )~ d t r)] ~ abXba-aa~b )

dr2 - ]aa t (abxba-aaxbb)(6 t r)]~

d2w is positive when D~ 0 and negative when D ~ 0, for
dr2

1-x, (0 t r)

aa }~ab~a aaXbb)~d t r) - Gb ' 0

pb
By differentiatíng -

~ 0

ab
Pa - a a t ia bXba - a aXbb )(d t r

pb

d(pa) -ab~abXba - aahbb)
dr -~

aa }( abXba - aaxbb )( ó t r)] 2

P
d(Pb)

D - positive, dra - negative

P
d(pb)

D - negative, dra - positive

P
d(Pb)

a
D - zero, dr - zero.

follows as:

ab(3 t 2r)
30) From differentiating p -

aa(2}r) {(abXba - aaXbb)(~}r)2
we obtain
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d abaa - 2ab~abXba - aaxbb)~2tr)~~tr)
~ -
dr ~

aa ~ 2tr ) t~ ab~a - aaXbb ) ~ 1}r ) 2~ 2

2 (2tr)-xbb~ltr)2
as: aa~2tr) t~abXba - aaXbb)~1tr) - w ' 0

Pa

D- positive, ár - positive, zero or negative.

D - negative, ár - positive

D - zero , ár - positive.

Note that for low values of r, when D- positive, ár will be positive.

31) Note that we only have discussed long-run differences and not changes.
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